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Abstract—Developers in open source projects must make decisions on contributions from other community members, such as whether or not to accept a pull request. However, secondary factors—beyond the code itself—can influence those decisions. For example, signals from GitHub profiles, such as a number of followers, activity, names, or gender can also be considered when developers make decisions. In this paper, we examine how developers use these signals (or not) when making decisions about code contributions. To evaluate this question, we evaluate how signals related to perceived gender identity and code quality influenced decisions on accepting pull requests. Unlike previous work, we analyze this decision process with data collected from an eye-tracker. We analyzed differences in what signals developers said are important for themselves versus data collected from an eye-tracker. We analyzed differences in what signals developers said are important for themselves versus data collected from an eye-tracker.

We found that after the code snippet ($\bar{x} = 57\%$), the second place programmers spent their time fixating on supplemental technical signals ($\bar{x} = 32\%$), such as previous contributions and popular repositories. Diverging from what participants reported themselves, we also found that programmers fixated on social signals more than recalled.

Index Terms—transparency, code contributions, open source software development, eye-tracking, socio-technical ecosystems

I. INTRODUCTION

The pull-based software development model, exemplified and popularized by GitHub, decouples a software development task from the decision to incorporate its results in the code base [1]: when the software development task is completed, its author submits a pull request, a request to integrate the changes proposed in the code base. Next, the integrator reviews the pull request proposed and decides whether it should be accepted and merged in the code base. Previous studies of pull review acceptance have shown that both social (e.g., familiarity with the pull request author) and technical factors (e.g., adherence to the technical norm such as restricted commit size) affect the decisions to merge a pull request [2], [3]. When assessing contributions of unfamiliar peers, e.g., assessing their pull requests, developers also examine the profiles of these peers together with their code to understand why they were interested in the project or submitting a certain change [4]. Indeed, GitHub profile pages have been designed to reflect the “story of your work through the repositories you’re interested in, the contributions you’ve made, and the conversations you’ve had” [5]. However, GitHub has evolved to making profile images larger and more visible on a profile page, demonstrating follower and following counts numerically, and the frequency of activity demonstrated visually in a heat map identifiable—all signals that were not quite visible in earlier iterations of the community [2]. More formally, these signals are information cues that can indicate attributes such as technical quality [6], which may in turn change perceptions or bias judgments about a project or contributor.

However, previous studies of pull review acceptance have been carried out post factum, based either on developers describing their actions in interviews [2], [4] or as a statistical analysis of GitHub data [3]. Compared to the direct observation of the decision making, validity of the results obtained through interviews might be threatened by faulty recollection, as well as by the difference between what developers do in practice and what they say they do when asked [7]. Similarly, analysis of GitHub data is only an indirect way of understanding the decision making process.

Building on previous studies, we examine if and how supplementary technical details such as previous contributions, and socially identifying connections such as the avatar image, are used when making decisions about code contributions. To investigate these supplementary technical and socially identifying signals, we designed an eye-tracking study with 42 programmers as they reviewed pull requests. We collected fixation and Areas of Interest (AOIs) data as programmers reviewed the profile page and pull request of mock users submitting a pull request to their team project. Then, we ask them to list which signals on a GitHub profile page are most important to them for managing their own personal identity. From this recollection, we compare the AOIs they actually use in the decision making process versus the ones they reported considering. Finally, we examine the set of strategies used by participants to manage their own personal identities. For example, their approach for deciding which profile image to use on GitHub in comparison to Facebook.

By analyzing the experimental data, we find that:

- While most participants spent their time looking at the code associated with the pull request, all participants examined supplemental information related to previous technical experience and socially identifying characteristics. Some participants even spent the majority of time consulting these supplemental signals.
• Even when they do not think they are, programmers consider social signals of individuals when asked to review code contributions. Thus supporting that social signals can implicitly influence decision making for code contributions.
• When sharing images and other content online, programmers use distinct strategies for socio-technical platforms depending on who’s reviewing their content.

II. Motivating Example

Abby is an enthusiastic open source developer, who also works as a professional developer. Recently, she had created a pull request to improve a project that she uses heavily in her work. Unfortunately, the pull request was rejected without any comment. This experience left her wondering, was it her code, or something else? One mentor recommended that there might have been something in her GitHub profile that had lead the project maintainer to not trust her potential contribution which caused it to be rejected without looking at it in detail.

Before her next pull request, she discusses with her mentor several possible problems with her profile page and pull request. Looking over her GitHub profile, she and her mentor examined the contents of her profile page and reflected on what might have been perceived poorly by the contributor. First, her mentor pointed out her display name (DN) and commented that she was not using her real name, nor a real avatar image (AI). Her mentor suggested she might instead update these to reflect her real professional identity. Abby was worried about using her real image and name, but decided to try it out. Next, she noticed that her repositories that she had pinned (RE) were older repositories for python code, and maybe she should update them to pin other popular repositories that she has worked on to highlight her experience in games. Finally, she notices that her contribution heat map (HM) is fairly empty when viewed on her mentor’s computer. She realizes she can turn on an option to publish contribution activity to private repositories, so that her heat map better reflects her current levels of contributions. The updated profile page is visible in Fig. 1a. Abby and her mentor also discuss several ways to improve her pull request. First, she makes sure that the pull request title (PT) properly describes the contribution. She also makes sure that her code (BC and AC) follows best practices for testing by including a test case (See Fig. 1b).

Abby submits her next pull request, and it is accepted! Her mentor argues that some of the changes related to social aspects of her profile were important. Abby thought that changes related to technical aspects, like her contribution heat map and pinned repository mattered. But again she wonders, did the changes she made to her profile and process even get looked at? If so, what changes were most important? Was there any evidence to support making any of these changes? Or, did she simply get lucky this time?

III. Methodology

A. Research Questions and Hypotheses

We investigate the following research questions:

RQ1: How do programmers review pull request?

More specifically, how do programmers spend their time reviewing a pull request and where do they look? What elements do programmers consider and does this vary with gender or experience?

RQ2: Where do programmers think they look vs. where they really look?

According to Easterbrook and colleagues, multiple sources of information can helpful to understand programmer behavior. Programmers often do something different in practice from what they say they do when asked [7].

RQ3: What strategies do people use to manage signals for their personal identity?

Online communities generate a culture related to but very different from our offline norms. The norms in online communities evolve as they become reinforced by the actions of other community members [8]. We want to better understand strategies people use to bolster or hide certain activities about online code contributions.
B. Study Design

We conducted an eye-tracking experiment and supplementary pre- and post experiment survey to understand participants’ interpretation of online code contributions. The goal of our experiment is to understand what signals programmers employ. To support our analysis, we also segment the elements of the profile page (See Fig. 1a) and pull request page (See Fig. 1b) into the following groups: 1) code signals, elements where the primary content is code, 2) technical signals, elements where content provides evidence of technical skills or experience, and 3) social signals, elements that communicate unique identifying information about the user.

Pull Requests Mock Ups. To immerse participants in the complete scenario of reviewing an online code contribution we created an environment where they can visually review all elements available from a code contribution. From our pilot study, we determined that pull request mock ups on GitHub is a platform that participants would be most familiar with.

For the eye-tracking experiment, we presented each participant with two pages: a profile page and a pull request page.

a) Code Context: Pull requests on GitHub must be submitted to a project. We created a mock-project with a context that participants can be familiar with in order to reduce complexity and stress that can be induced when asked to review something completely unfamiliar. We chose a Tic-Tac-Toe game for our GitHub project for three reasons: 1) it is a game that is cross-cultural and widely known, 2) in the simplest state there are not more than 5 rules for participants to remember, and 3) in the event that the participants are not familiar with the rules, many rounds can be completed in 3 minutes to allow for questions.

b) Profile Page: To generate a profile page, we adapted personas from GenderMag. GenderMag [9] is a socio-technical method for modeling and evaluating software’s capability for supporting a set of individual problem-solving strategies that tend to cluster by gender. One important aspect of GenderMag is the use of personas during the evaluation process. We adapted the personas to create three profile pages as shown in Fig. 2: Abby (identifiable woman), Tim (identifiable man), and Pat (unidentifiable). For Abby and Tim, we updated the GitHub profile with the persona’s first name, and image. In GenderMag, Pat is typically represented by a woman and man persona; in our case, we adapted Pat to a gender-neutral representation by using an identicon for the avatar image.

The profile page also includes descriptive information about the experiences of the submitter such as a map of their contributions over time, a list of popular repositories with programming languages, and a list of commit activity. From Dabbish et al., we know that programmers consider previous experiences and social inferences as a metric for determining when reviewing code contributions [2]. Thus, we decided to make this content available via the profile page and also relevant to the pull request participants review. We listed two popular repositories reflect other games (e.g., chess and hangman) and including making the programming language of those repositories different (e.g., Python and C#) from the code in the pull request (Java).

All profile pages across personas have exactly the same in experience level. The only thing that varied across the three are the profile image and corresponding name.

c) Pull Request Page: We presented participants with the single commit of the pull request. This page includes a pull request title, whether the pull request is still open, number of lines added, the name and avatar image of the submitter, commit id, the code snippet before it was changed, and the update code block. Fig. 3 shows two pull request code snippets—each considers a different rule of the game. The reasonable code snippet, which has no bugs in the code, added a test case to for each player to take turns. The unreasonable to accept code snippet, having 1 bug, added a test case for marker placement in a cell of the Tic-Tac-Toe grid. In total there are 6 pull request pages; both a reasonable and unreasonable pull request code snippet from Abby, Tim, and Pat. To distinguish the two types of pull requests we changed the pull request title, number, commit message, and code snippet.

Participants. We recruited 42 participants through an advanced special topics course in computer science. A prerequisite for this course is for students to be familiar with GitHub. By the end of the course students are familiar with submitting and reviewing pull requests on GitHub. We asked participants demographic information, such as gender, age, and country of origin (Table I). Of our 42 participants, 12 identified as women and 30 as men. 41 participants reported their age ($\bar{x} = 25$, $\bar{x} = 25$ and $sd = 1.98$).

Device. To study the gaze of participants, we used the SMI wireless eye-tracking glasses. We calibrate the device to record participants at 60 Hz.
C. Protocol

This experiment included four parts: 1) a pre-experiment survey to understand each participant’s experience with online code contributions, 2) a training session to familiarize participants with the task rules and constraints, 3) reviewing two pull request while wearing eye-tracking glasses, and 4) a post experiment survey to collect their recall of the experiment and the purpose of reviewing particular signals. We briefed each participant before and after the experiment about how their findings will be used.

We conducted the experiment in a quiet private room and checked with participants if they can see the monitor in front of them without a need to wear correction glasses. All participants read and signed a consent form before participating.

1 Pre-Experiment Survey. In the pre-experiment survey, we asked each participant about their experience performing integration tasks, reviewing or submitting pull requests, their general programming experience across languages, and their familiarity with the game Tic-Tac-Toe, which served as the context of the task. We asked participants to score their programming experience on a scale from 1 to 10, 1 as the least amount of experience and 10 as the most experience.

Tic-Tac-Toe Training. Next, we conducted a training session where one author played Tic-Tac-Toe with the participant to confirm the rules of the game. After the training session, the researcher reminded the participant of how to win the game and two concepts of the game: 1) each player takes turns and 2) only one marker can go in a position in the grid at a time.

Pull Request Review. Next, the participants put on the eye-tracking glasses and calibrated the glasses using the same computer screen. Before reviewing pull request we reminded the participant of what a pull request is and explained that they would be reviewing the pull request from a teammate based on a Tic-Tac-Toe project. Each participant reviewed the profile page of the user and the commit from the pull request as shown in Fig. 1. We then asked participants to respond with the likelihood that they would accept this pull request on a 5-point Likert scale. There are 6 combinations of profile and pull requests a participant could review: The profile page of 1 of 3 personas and 1 of 2 types of corresponding pull request pages. The profile page demonstrated either an identifiable man named Tim, an identifiable women named Abby, or an unidentifiable person named Pat. Each profile page was accompanied with a reasonable pull request without bugs or unreasonable pull request with bugs from the same persona. We then removed the eye-tracking glasses.

Post Experiment Survey. In the post experiment survey, we asked participants about the confidence in reviewing code contributions, elements of the profile and pull request they considered, name and image transparency in technical and non-technical online communities, and the opportunity to share additional comments. Following this survey, we asked participants for voluntary demographic information.

D. Data Preprocessing

We analyzed fixation counts from the BeGaze eye-tracking software.

We used the BeGaze software to categorize eye-movement events into three groups: blink, fixation and saccade. We set up our eye-tracker to visually show us the sequence of the fixations and the gaze point location of each participant (Fig. 4). We matched our signals mapping with the sequence of the fixations from the eye-tracker and prepared a sequence of visited AOIs along with their corresponding number of fixations. In addition, we separately documented the time stamps that each participant switched between the profile page and the pull request page. Each fixation lasts for 200-300 milliseconds. Hence, each fixation has approximately 12 consecutive rows in the data extracted from the eye-tracker all of which constitutes for a single fixation in the fixation sequence. To calculate the fixation duration on each AOI, we inspected recordings of each participant and recorded the fixation sequence. We then wrote a script to concatenate the fixation sequence for each visit to our determined AOIs.

IV. Analysis

A. RQ1: How do programmers review pull request?

We sampled 10 participants who identified as women and 10 participants who identified as men. We wanted to build a theory and understand how programmers across the gender spectrum reviewed pull requests from submitters across the gender spectrum. We had no participants identify as non-binary and thus were not able to sample from that gender. To

TABLE I: Overall Participant Demographics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Age Range</th>
<th>Country of Origin</th>
<th>Minority in Country of Origin</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Men</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>22-33</td>
<td>24 India, 1 Nepal, 1 USA</td>
<td>23 No, 2 Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>23-29</td>
<td>5 India, 3 USA, 2 China, 1 Iran</td>
<td>10 No, 1 Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 North Carolina State University IRB 12191, “Evaluating the Existence and Effects of Similar Identity and Identity as Currency in Programming Communities and Projects”
understand how participants spent their time examining the pull request, we measured the number of fixations, number of revisits, and fixation duration for each AOI reviewed.

To understand how programmers of different experience levels review pull requests, we sorted our sample based on the reported median fixation duration, number of fixations and the frequency of correct decision. This multidimensional perspective of how programmers spend their time offers a holistic picture of how programmers review pull requests.

B. RQ2: Where do programmers think they look vs. where they really look?

To answer RQ2, we identified elements of the profile page and pull request page participants considered. In the post experiment survey we asked: “What elements of the displayed profile or pull request did you consider when making your decision?” We qualitatively mapped their description of elements on the profile and pull request page to AOIs we outlined. For example, one participant stated they focus, “mainly on the correctness of the code. If I am not sure if the code is correct or not, I will probably take the number of contributions/number of accepted pull requests into consideration”. Our mock ups did not include the number of pull requests accepted, therefore we mapped this response to AOIs that related to the available content presented: BC, AC, HM and CA (See Table II).

Next, we compared the mapped AOIs from our sampled participants to their AOI visits from the experiment and identified overlap AOIs viewed and reported.

C. RQ3: What strategies do people use to manage signals for their personal identity?

To answer RQ3, we conducted a thematic analysis on the strategies all 42 participants used to publish content on social media platforms and socio-technical platforms. First, two authors conducted first-cycle descriptive coding on the open responses of strategies used to describe the participant’s approach to sharing content online. In the second phase, the same two authors performed axial coding to recognize core strategies and the contextual bounds between each. In the final phase, both authors discussed and converged codes and conducted negotiated agreement [10].

V. RESULTS

A. RQ1: Programmers reviewed code the most, but also reviewed technical and social signals

Table II demonstrates how participants spent their time reviewing elements of a pull request. In this table, experience is indicated as (H)igh or (L)ow as reported by the participants during the pre-experiment survey. The row labeled ‘PR Reviewed’ in Table II describes the reasonable (3) or unreasonable (6) to accept pull request the participant reviewed from (P)at, (A)by, or (T)im. The row labeled ‘Decision Evaluation’ reports whether the decision made by the participant is a true acceptance (T✓), true rejection (T✗), false acceptance (F✓), false rejection (F✗), or no decision(—). Table sections labeled Overview, Code Signals, and Technical Signals describe the percentage of time a participant spent fixating on each set of AOIs and all sum to 100%.

Overall, we see that participants spent a majority of their time fixating on code ($\bar{x} = 57.15\%$, $\bar{x} = 64.23\%$). However, they also spent a considerable amount of time focused on technical ($\bar{x} = 32.42\%$, $\bar{x} = 28.45\%$) and social signals ($\bar{x} = 10.43\%$, $\bar{x} = 7.38\%$). While most participants focused on code foremost, five participants spent 48% to 62% of their time fixating on technical signals and an above average time on social signals (17% to 31%). To demonstrate our findings on the top signals participants fixated upon, Table III reflects the top two signals segmented across experience levels for technical signals and social signals. Each cluster is named by their experience level and the fixation combination. We omitted coding signals from this table since all but one participant reviewed both coding signal AOIs.

To interpret how participants reviewed pull requests, we first split participants based on whether they reported an experience level above or below the median ($\bar{x} = 7$). We classified 12 participants as high-experience and 8 as low-experience programmers. Next, we classified participants based on their median fixation duration ($\bar{x} = 100575.75$ ms), and finally median number of fixations ($\bar{x} = 362.5$). We find that based on the self-reported median most men were included in our high-experience sample ($n = 9$) and most women appeared in our low-experience sample ($n = 7$). This aligns with previous work that men may over inflate their experience while women do not [11]. Thus, we cannot make supported claims on fixations across genders, but describe similarities across experience levels. Our sorting resulted in four groups named for their experience level and fixation pattern:

1) High-Experienced Thinkers: This cluster includes four high-experience participants (M1, M7, M5, M8) who have high fixation duration and high number of fixations. All participants in this cluster made correct decisions (either true accept or true reject) when reviewing their pull request.

2) High-Experienced Glancers: This cluster includes eight high-experience participants (M2, M3, M6, M9, M10, W3, W5, W9) who have a low fixation duration and low number of fixations. Decisions in this cluster include 3 correct ones, 3 incorrect ones, and 2 no decisions.

3) Low-Experienced Thinkers: This cluster includes five low-experience participants (M4, W2, W4, W6, W8) who have a high fixation duration and high number of fixations. This cluster includes 1 no decision, 2 correct decisions and 2 incorrect ones.

4) Low-Experienced Foragers: This cluster includes three participants (W1, W7, W10) who are low-experience programmers. Although their fixation count and duration did not conform to a single pattern, all 3 participants in this cluster made corrects decisions on their pull request.

B. RQ2: Programmers reviewed more social signals than they reported

Overall, we find that 31 out of 42 participants (73%) mentioned that they used the code snippet to make a decision.
### TABLE II: Participant Fixations on Areas of Interest

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experience</th>
<th>PR Reviewed</th>
<th>Decision Evaluation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>M1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>⊔</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>⊔</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>⊔</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>⊔</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>⊔</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>⊔</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>⊔</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>⊔</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>⊔</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>⊔</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>⊔</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>⊔</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>⊔</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>⊔</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>⊔</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>⊔</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>⊔</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>⊔</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>⊔</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>⊔</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>⊔</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>⊔</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>⊔</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>⊔</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>⊔</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>⊔</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>⊔</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>⊔</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Summary

Specifically, participants mentioned the correctness of the pull request, code complexity, and beautification such as style and formatting of the committed code snippet. 19 out of the 42 (45%) reported that they considered supporting information related to the user’s previous contributions. According to our participants, this information includes the number of commits, number of repositories previously submitted to, programming language similarity of prior projects to the one under review, and maturity of their profile demonstrated through their spread or frequency of contributions across GitHub. Only one participant explicitly mentioned inspecting the submitter’s profile image when deciding whether to accept the pull request.

Next, we consider the elements our participants reported considering compared to what they fixated on during the experiment. As expected, we identified that participants fixated on more elements than they described in the survey. Similar to the survey, most participants focused on code and technical signals. In contrast with the survey responses, participants reviewed social signals more than they reported. We demonstrate this in the ranged dot plot across our sample of participants in Fig. 5. In this figure, each row demonstrates the number of participants who recalled using an AOI in making their decision, and the number of participants who examined the AOI. A longer distance between the two points illustrates
that “you are who you say you are” and how the image used to convey this varies across platforms: “People feel more confident if they can see image and name of someone either in technical communities and social media. I publish academic image in technical media and casual images in social media.” (S14) Participants expressed that it was important to be easily recognized: “Name should be Full Name and image should be decent and help others in easily recognizing me.” (S19)

The ability to be recognized became even more important after meeting offline in order to maintain that relationship online: “It usually happens that you have met someone like in university or conference and you might forget someone’s name, but you can recognize them with their faces.” (S15) Participants noted the value of having an online identity that is linked to your offline presence. However, these strategies often varied based on the frequency of use. One participant goes on to say how it helps to establish your “virtual” presence: “Publishing your name and image in technical as well as social media platforms is a good way to personalize the “virtual” aspect of your life. Yes, it varies across communities. I tend to use the above strategy for the platforms that I use more often.” (S27)

### C. RQ3: Programmers use different strategies on GitHub than on Facebook to protect their identity

We identified five thematic strategies programmers used to publish content online in technical and social communities that revolve around the ability to be trusted and remaining safe when sharing aspects of their identity. We supplement each theme with a quote from our participants.

### Stay aware of image presented and how they will be perceived on each platform.

Online communities encourage uploading an image to be associated with your profile. Importance of avatar images is further stressed by the fact that during the eye-tracking experiment all participants have looked at the profile image of Abby, Tim or Pat. In our survey, participants mentioned how sharing that image can make people confident that “you are who you say you are” and how the image used to convey this varies across platforms: “People feel more confident if they can see image and name of someone either in technical communities and social media. I publish academic image in technical media and casual images in social media.” (S14) Participants expressed that it was important to be easily recognized: “Name should be Full Name and image should be decent and help others in easily recognizing me.” (S19)

The ability to be recognized became even more important after meeting offline in order to maintain that relationship online: “It usually happens that you have met someone like in university or conference and you might forget someone’s name, but you can recognize them with their faces.” (S15) Participants noted the value of having an online identity that is linked to your offline presence. However, these strategies often varied based on the frequency of use. One participant goes on to say how it helps to establish your “virtual” presence: “Publishing your name and image in technical as well as social media platforms is a good way to personalize the “virtual” aspect of your life. Yes, it varies across communities. I tend to use the above strategy for the platforms that I use more often.” (S27)

### Make the code stand alone, regardless of the name attached.

Aside from what a person looks like, their name is what is used to recognize them. Users are required to enter a display name when they join a community. Likewise, it is one of the first identifiers shown when interacting with another others. In fact, 3/4 of the experiment participants fixated on the display name of the submitter. Participants referred to it as their main identity: “I publish my name everywhere because that is my main identity.” (S11)

Participants described how they segment their names on different platforms. For example, one participant indicates that they do not use their name on certain platforms because the work should be able to stand alone regardless of their name: “I prefer using my real name on social media platforms but I use other names when it comes to technical communities, I’ve different accounts for the different kinds of work. [...] It maybe because my code has nothing to do with my name or my image, the code needs to talk for itself.” (S26)

### When in doubt, use an anonymous name.

When engaging in online communities, it can be hard to know who is on the other end of the computer. It is also not clear what their intentions may be. Thus several, participants saw it to be very important to remain safe through anonymity: “For privacy concerns, using a nickname or being anonymous can be a safe way to interact.” (S37)
Participants placed conditions on the level of anonymity. One participant described how they to use a pseudonym based on the community’s reputation. Another participant described that unless the community is based on merits, they would remain anonymous. “When I am using technical communities, and I sense it is a very reputable place and places merit on the content of the question and peers won’t be supported, I include my own information, otherwise I prefer to go anonymous.” (S24)

From the reservation of being stereotyped, one participant mentioned they base their profile on the content they are sharing at a given moment: “I look for the purpose of what I’m publishing, for if it tends to attract people into stereotyping me, then I omit posting my name/image, else I go for it.” (S33)

Several participants also expressed that bias may exist in how users review content in technical communities. One approach participants have taken to protect themselves is to maintain a gender-neutral profile: “I used gender neutral alias for websites like technical communities, because I find that I get better help when asking questions or answering them.” (S42)

Complete the online profile to be perceived as trustworthy. Humans use visual cues to build trust—an important factor in how people decide to engage with each other [12], [13]. In virtual spaces, users no longer have that signal to determine trust so they use others. Participants described strategies they use to be perceived as trustworthy. For example, one strategy for this is to maintain the same online identity that is used in the offline world and how “such familiarity gives a feeling of trust.”(S15)

Other participants noted that keeping a complete online presence can make you seem like a ‘complete person’ worth engaging with: “I usually try to keep my profile complete across all platforms”(S18) Although participants claimed they tend to be trusted by being perceived as a real person, they also take measures to ‘roll with the tide’ and follow what others do. In particular, one participant expressed how they tend to conform to the norms of what existing community users do so that they can also be perceived as trustworthy: “In communities where most people share (etc. Facebook), I share [a lot]. In communities like GitHub, people usually use anonymized id and pictures, and I intend to follow the same rules, so I don’t look ‘different’ and ‘unprofessional’.“(S40)

Create personal rules for sharing content based on the platform’s primary function. Communities like Facebook and GitHub have primary functions that vary how user find value in each platform. We can determine primary functions of a community based on what the user can see once they log in. For example, on Facebook users can log in and write a new status update and catch up on activities a network of friends have shared. Likewise, on GitHub, users can follow the activity of peers in the context of repositories; which can contain more than just code.

Participants described how they hone in on the primary function of a community and use their internal compass to decide what is acceptable to share in one community over another—the technical audience versus the less technical audience: “Technical communities are more focused on solving problems, writing code whereas platforms like Facebook are more focused on sharing media. The image used by me on technical profiles are more formal and the content is to the point whereas in other social media profiles, the images and content are more informal.” (S30)

Participants also go on to mention how they take advantage of their perceived primary functions of each community. Several participants highlighted how they use some communities to log work: “In communities like GitHub, Slack, I build a profile such that I can track all of my content for future use.” (S33)

Several other participants went on to acknowledge how they use the more social communities for non technical work such as music: “It depends upon the type of community and its basic purpose. Like GitHub is for code and Facebook is for general personal information like where you live, what type of music you enjoy etc.” (S25)

VI. DISCUSSION

Our study shows that when reviewing pull requests, developers examine a much broader spectrum of signals than they report, and subsequently more identity-based signals than they recall. This finding is unexpected since the general size of social-related AOs are small and scattered throughout the pages—the total area occupied by all social signals would fit in a single technical signal (CA). Despite this, participants still managed to consistently view social signals: All participants inspected at least one social signal (e.g. AI, DN, TM, or UD) that could allow for possible identification of demographic factors associated with the submitter, such as nationality, age, or gender. However, does simply viewing content necessarily mean that the information seen will influence the decision about a pull request? We cannot be sure; however, Just and Carpenter’s eye-mind hypothesis argues that fixations and cognition are inexorably linked [14], meaning that fixations and revisits are strong indicators of cognitive processes. Further, some have argued that developers do not even look at social signals at all [15]; yet we now know that is not true. In short, our study finds that developers do pay attention to these signals and supports the notion that these factors can indeed implicitly influence decisions on code contributions.

From a broader prospective, these signals can be seen as representing the submitters’ social and human capital: human capital refers to individual’s ability while social capital is derived from interactions with others [16]. Such a capital can be made explicit using reputation scores as, e.g., customary at Stack Overflow, or visualized using badges akin to those used on GitHub to represent the status of a project [6]. Qiu et al. have shown that the more often people participate in projects with high potential for building social capital, the higher their chance of prolonged engagement [17]. Alternatively, one can design a “coders anonymous” GitHub-like platform by removing all social signals, hence forcing the integrators to focus
solely on the code change proposed and the technical signals. Such a system would be much closer than GitHub to the ideals of open source as a meritocracy [18] and would protect privacy of the contributors similarly to existing solutions such as Anonymous GitHub, Gitmask or Anonydog. GitHub itself moves in the opposite direction by increasing size of the avatar images and emphasizing a developer’s ‘personal brand’ by spotlighting features such as the contribution heat map. In the future, platform designers must be more mindful in balancing the power of signals that can amplify bias or harm against users, while still providing the mechanisms for users to freely evaluate the merits of potential code contributions.

VII. LIMITATIONS

Like many empirical studies, our experiment has its limitations. We have chosen Tic-Tac-Toe as an example and provided a Tic-Tac-Toe training as part of the experiment to ensure that all participants are familiar with the rules of the game, and hence, can distinguish between a reasonable and an unreasonable pull request. To reduce the complexity of the task, we recruited participants familiar with the concept of a pull request. Still, and despite our best efforts, four participants accepted an unreasonable pull request, one participant rejected a reasonable pull request and three participants could not make a decision. It is still possible some participants have been more familiar that others with GitHub pull requests or with Tic-Tac-Toe and this might have affected their gaze behavior or correctness of the decision making. Although participants indicated that they were familiar with pull requests, they may have taken time to get acquainted with the layout of the first commit. This could have led to a more dispersed gaze pattern.

For our profile mock ups, we used Caucasian-presenting profile images of young people and Western names (Abby, Tim, Pat) in order to not conflate the gender of the submitter with additional identity attributes such as age, race or ethnicity. However, while age-wise Abby and Tim seem close to participants,3 the lion’s share of the participants list their country of origin to be India; a country where Caucasian people are not the majority. As facial resemblance is also known to enhance trust [13], the lack thereof might have affected the likelihood of participants identifying with the submitter, and subsequently the time spent by the participant looking on the avatar image and display name. Likewise, we did not explicitly state genders of Abby, Tim, or Pat. We tried to recruit participants of different presenting genders and report gender of the participants as described by the participants themselves (which only include men and women).

We also understand that RQ3’s distinction between online technical and social communities is a hard line to draw. Thus, we based this distinction on how participants use these spaces. For example, Facebook can be used as both a social space to share videos of funny cats but also a place to connect with others professionally through groups.

2https://livablesoftware.com/how-to-anonymize-github-activity/
3GenderMag states that Abby and Tim are 28; age of the experiment participants ranges from 22 to 33.

VIII. RELATED WORK

Understanding the mechanisms behind acceptance or rejection of pull requests goes beyond the value of the code snippet. Prior work explores how transparency [2], impression formation [4], and socio-technical associations [3] influence pull requests acceptance. Further, the action(or inaction) can also demotivate the contributor from submitting future pull requests [19]. However, as opposed to using primarily interview methodologies, as previous studies have, we designed an eye-tracking experiment to evaluate these factors. Our experiment confirmed observations of these studies that both technical and social signals of the pull request influence the developers’ decision on whether the pull request is to be merged. Moreover, our study has provided further insights in relative importance of different signals: the newly submitted code snippet(AC) was much more often looked at than the previous code snippet (BC), and while all participants have looked at the avatar image(AI), most participants fixated on other social signals for longer periods of time.

Pull requests have been used as a lens to study gender differences and bias in open source [20] as well as the impact of gender-diversity on productivity [21]. While we have recruited participants of different genders for our experiment we do not compare women and men or acceptance of Abby’s, Tim’s and Pat’s pull requests. Such a comparison would be interesting and fruitful but it would require a larger number of participants to report meaningful results.

The relevance of social signals in pull requests implies that it is important to manage ones own identity in online technical communities. Our study concurs with Goffman’s theory of self-presentation [22]. Goffman compares individuals to actors that have to navigate both ‘front stage’ (e.g., communication in the office) and ‘back stage’ (e.g., candid talk with friends after the working hours). Building on Goffman’s insights, changes in self-presentation based on the audience have been observed both in face-to-face [23] and more recently in online communication [24]. Similarly, we find that programmers also explicitly take the audience into account when determining their online presence: e.g., by deciding what kind of images and names to use, and whether to disclose their gender.

Eye-tracking experiments are a validated approach to understand the nonverbal cues used and challenges encountered by programmers. Fixation and scanpath data coupled with a supplementary metric to evaluate the outcome has helped better characterize how programmers use tools and infrastructure [25] For example, Barik and colleagues able to combine a combination of fixations, revisits, and task performance to interpret error reading styles in an IDE [26]. Likewise, Behroozi and colleagues used a similar approach to understand confusion during technical interviews at the white board [27]. Our work follows a similar methodology to study how programmers’ review pull requests beyond what they have the ability to vocalize.
IX. CONCLUSION

Developers in open source projects routinely make the decision of which proposed changes (via pull requests) should be integrated into the main code base. Based on previous observations that both social and technical aspects of pull requests affect these decisions, we conducted an eye-tracking experiment with 42 participants to obtain a more granular understanding of which of pull request elements are considered.

Similarly to previous studies, we observe that both social and technical aspects are being taken into consideration when deciding upon pull request acceptance. Moreover, we observe that many more social aspects are being considered during the experiment than reported during the post-experiment survey. In particular, we observed that all participants inspected at least one social signal that could allow for clarification of the submitter’s identity. Given the importance of social signals, we also studied the strategies developers use to decide which signals they produce on technical platforms, such as GitHub. Concurrent with the importance of the avatar images and display names in pull request acceptance decisions, respondents highlight importance of those signals they produce on GitHub as a means of social capital. Furthermore, these strategies address such issues as safety, trustworthiness, and differences between representation on technical (GitHub) and social (Facebook) platforms.

As these technical communities continue to evolve, identity becomes a more prevalent interest, thus, compelling community designers to make a decision. They must decide either to continue make these forms of capital more explicit, e.g., with profile status updates and badges, or conceal parts of it by excluding social (e.g., avatar images and display names) and technical (e.g., previous contributions) signals. Our future work will study the execution of this decision and how the signals we observed affect developers across the identity spectrum and development experiences at scale.
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